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GRADED LIE ALGEBRAS WITH FINITE POLYDEPTH

BY YVES FELIX, STEPHEN HALPERIN AND JEAN-CLAUDE THOMAS

ABSTRACT. – If A is a graded connected algebra then we define a new invariant,polydepthA, which is
finite if Ext∗A(M,A) �= 0 for someA-moduleM of at most polynomial growth. THEOREM1: If f :X → Y
is a continuous map of finite category, and if the orbits ofH∗(ΩY ) acting in the homology of the homotop
fibre grow at most polynomially, thenH∗(ΩY ) has finite polydepth. THEOREM 5: If L is a graded Lie
algebra andpolydepthUL is finite then eitherL is solvable andUL grows at most polynomially or els
for some integerd and allr,

∑k+d

i=k+1
dimLi � kr, k � somek(r).

 2003 Elsevier SAS

RÉSUMÉ. – Si A est une algèbre graduée connexe nous définissons un nouvel invariant, ap
profondeur polynomiale notépolydepthA, qui est fini s’il existe unA-module graduéM ayant une
croissance au plus polynomiale tel queExt∗A(M,A) �= 0. THÉORÈME1 : sif :X → Y est une application
continue de LS-catégorie finie et si les orbites de l’action deH∗(ΩY ) sur l’homologie de la fibre
homotopique def possèdent une croissance au plus polynomiale alorspolydepthH∗(ΩY ) est finie.
THÉORÈME5 : si L est une algèbre de Lie graduée et sipolydepthUL est fini alors, soitL est résoluble
etUL possède une croissance au plus polynomiale, soit il existe un entierd tel que pour tout entierr on ait∑k+d

i=k+1
dimLi � kr pour tous lesk plus grands qu’un certaink(r).

 2003 Elsevier SAS

We work over a fieldlk of characteristic different from2. If V = {Vk} is a graded vecto
space we denote byV # = {Homlk(Vk, lk)} the dual graded vector space. A graded Lie alge
is a graded vector spaceL, equipped with a bilinear map[ , ] :Li ×Lj → Li+j satisfying

[x, y] + (−1)ij [y, x] = 0

and
[
x, [y, z]

]
=

[
[x, y], z

]
+ (−1)ij

[
y, [x, z]

]
for x ∈Li, y ∈Lj , z ∈L. It follows that3[x, [x,x]] = 0 for x of odd degree, and so ifchark = 3
we further require that[x, [x,x]] = 0. Finally we consider only graded Lie algebras satisfy
L= {Li}i�1 and eachLi is finite dimensional. (Any graded vector spaceV with eachVi finite
dimensional is said to havefinite type.)

The universal enveloping algebra ofL is denoted byUL and it satisfies the classical Poincar
Birkhoff–Witt Theorem (in characteristic3 this uses the[x, [x,x]] = 0 requirement).

Important examples appear in topology. LetX be a simply connected topological space w
rational homology of finite type. Then the rational homotopy Lie algebraLX of X is defined by

LX = π∗(ΩX)⊗Q; [ , ] = Samelson product,
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794 Y. FELIX, S. HALPERIN AND J.-C. THOMAS

and the Hurewicz map extends to an isomorphism, [10],

ULX

∼=−→H∗(ΩX ;Q).
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Analogously, ifX is a finite n-dimensional andr-connected CW complex, then for prim
p > n/r, H∗(ΩX ;Fp) = UE for some graded Lie algebraE [8].

If M is a module over a (graded) algebraA then thegrade of M , gradeM , is the least
integerq (or ∞) such thatExtqA(M,A) 	= 0. And if V = {Vi}i�0 is a graded vector space th
V hasat most polynomial growthif for some constantC, and some non-negative integer,d,∑

i�n dimVi � Cnd, n � 1. In this case the least suchd is called thepolynomial boundfor the
growth ofV and is denoted bypolybd(V ). If V does not have at most polynomial growth
putpolybdV =∞ and we say thatV grows faster than any polynomial.

In this paper we combine these two notions in the

DEFINITION. – Thepolygradeof anA-module,M , is the sum,gradeM + polybdM , and
thepolydepth ofA is the least integer (or∞) occurring as the polygrade of anA-module.

In the caseA = UL the unique augmentationUL→ lk makeslk into aUL-module, and by
definition, the grade oflk is thedepthof UL. Sincepolybd lk = 0 it follows that:

polydepthUL � depthUL.(1)

Moreover (cf. Proposition 1.6) ifdimL < ∞ then equality holds. We shall abuse notation
refer to these invariants respectively aspolydepthL anddepthL.

Note thatExt0UL(UL,UL) contains the identity map and so

polydepthL � polybdUL.(2)

Observe as well that for any graded vector spaceM , polybdM = 0 if and only if dimM is
finite. ThuspolydepthL= 0 if and only if depthL= 0, which happens if and only ifL is finite
dimensional and concentrated in odd degrees.

Depth has been a useful concept in topology because, on the one hand, Lus
Schnirelmann category satisfies [1]

depthLX � catX

and, on the other hand [3–5], finite depth has important implications for the structure of a g
Lie algebra.

The purpose of this paper is to show that essentially the same implications follow fro
weaker hypothesis thatpolydepthL is finite, while simultaneously identifying a larger class
topological spaces and Lie algebras for which the weaker hypothesis holds.

Indeed, we have

THEOREM 1. – If F →X
f−→ Y is a fibration of path-connected spaces, then

polydepthH∗(ΩY )� polybdH∗(F ) + catf.

Proof. –The fibration determines an action up to homotopy ofΩY onF , which makesH∗(F )
into anH∗(ΩY )-module. According to [6],gradeH∗(F )� catf . ✷

Our main structural theorems read:
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GRADED LIE ALGEBRAS WITH FINITE POLYDEPTH 795

THEOREM 2. –Let E(L) denote the linear span of elementsx ∈ Leven such thatadx acts
nilpotently on eachy ∈ L. Then

able

er

,

dimE(L)� polydepthL.

THEOREM 3. –The following conditions on a graded Lie algebraL are equivalent
(i) L is the union of solvable ideals andpolydepthL is finite;
(ii) UL grows at most polynomially(polybdUL is finite);
(iii) Leven is finite dimensional, and for some constantC

∑
i�n

dimLi � C log2 n, n � 1.

In this caseL is solvable.

THEOREM 4. – If L is a graded Lie algebra of finite polydepth then the union of the solv
ideals ofL is a solvable ideal of finite polydepth.

THEOREM 5. –SupposepolydepthL is finite andL is not solvable. Then there is an integ
d such that for allr � 1:

k+d∑
i=k+1

dimLi � kr, k � somek(r).

Remark. – In [7] it is shown that ifL = LX whereX is a finite1-connected CW complex
then we may taked= dimX in Theorem 5.

1. Properties of polydepth

LEMMA 1.1. –If M is a module for some graded algebraA of finite type and if
ExtqA(M,A) 	= 0 thenExtqA(A · x,A) 	= 0 for somex in a subquotient module ofM .

Proof. –Recall thatA# =Homlk(A, lk). ThenExtqA(M,A) is the dual ofTorAq (M,A#) and
a direct limit argument shows that for somex1, . . . , xn ∈M ,

TorAq (A · x1 + · · ·+A · xn,A
#) 	= 0.

Now use the exact sequence associated to the inclusion

A · x1 + · · ·+A · xn−1 ∈A · x1 + · · ·+A · xn. ✷
COROLLARY 1.2. –PolydepthA is the leastm such thatpolygradeN = m for some

monogenicA-moduleN .

Remark. – It follows from the Corollary that we may improve Theorem 1 to the inequality

polydepthH∗(ΩY )� polybd
(
H∗(ΩY ) ·α

)
+ catf, someα ∈H∗(F ).(3)

PROPOSITION 1.3. –LetL be a graded Lie algebra.
(i) Each ideal satisfiespolydepth I � polydepthL.

ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L’ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE



796 Y. FELIX, S. HALPERIN AND J.-C. THOMAS

(ii) Let E be a Lie subalgebra ofL. If L has finite polydepth and if for eachx ∈ L/E the
orbit UE · x has at most polynomial growth, thenE has finite polydepth.

(iii) For n sufficiently large the sub Lie algebraE generated byL�n satisfies

from

y

nce,

evious
ite

y

s

polydepthE � polydepthL.

Proof. –(i) This follows from the Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence, converging
ExtpUL/I(lk,Ext

q
UI(M,UL)) toExtp+q

UL (M,UL). (Note that sinceUL isUI-free,gradeUI(M)
is the leastq such thatExtqUI(M,UL) 	= 0.)

(ii) As in Lemma 1.1,ExtqUL(M,UL) is dual toTorUL
q (M, (UL)#), and this is the homolog

of the Cartan–Eilenberg–Chevalley complex∧sL ⊗ M ⊗ (UL)#. Write L = E ⊕ V and set
Fp = ∧sE ⊗∧�psV ⊗M ⊗ (UL)#. This filtration determines a convergent spectral seque
introduced by Koszul in [9], and which is the Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence whenE is an
ideal. TheE1-term of the spectral sequence isTorUE

q (∧psL/E ⊗ M, (UL)#), converging to

TorUL
p+q(M, (UL)#).

Each elementz ∈ ∧psL/E ⊗ M is contained in a finite sum ofUE-modules of the form
s(UE · x1)∧ · · · ∧ s(UE · xp)⊗M and it follows that

polybd(UE · z)� p · polybd(UE · x) + polybd(M)

for somex ∈ L/E. ChooseM so thatpolydepthL= polygradeM and apply Lemma 1.1 with
p+ q = gradeM .

(iii) If ExtpUL(M,UL) is non-zero andpolybd(M) < ∞ it suffices to chooseE so that the
restrictionExtpUL(M,UL)→ ExtpUE(M,UL) is non-zero ([4], Proposition 3.1).✷

COROLLARY 1.4 (of the proof of (ii)). –Suppose for somek � 1 that polybd(UE · x)� k,
x∈ L/E. ThenpolydepthE � k polydepthL.

COROLLARY 1.5. –Let E be a sub-Lie algebra of a graded Lie algebraL. If L has finite
polydepth andL/E has at most polynomial growth, thenE has finite polydepth.

Example1. – Let L(V ) be the free Lie algebra on a graded vector spaceV . Then for any
graded Lie algebraL, L

∐
L(V ) has depth1. Thus the injectionL → L

∐
L(V ) shows that

each graded Lie algebra is a sub-Lie algebra of a Lie algebra of finite polydepth. The pr
corollary gives restriction on a Lie algebraL for being a sub-Lie algebra of a Lie algebra of fin
polydepth,K , when the quotient has at most polynomial growth.

PROPOSITION 1.6. –If L is a finite dimensional graded Lie algebra then

polydepthL= depthL.

Proof. –As observed in the introduction,polydepthL � depthL. On the other hand, b
Lemma 1.1,polydepthL = polygradeM for some monogenic moduleM = UL · x. Now
Theorem 3.1 in [3] asserts thatpolygradeM =depthL. ✷

2. Proof of Theorem 2

SupposeI ⊂ L is an ideal. IfExtmUL(M,UL) 	= 0, thenExtpUL/I(Tor
UI
q (M,k),UL/I) 	= 0,

somep+q=m. (Same proof as in: [3], Lemma 4.3, for the caseM = lk.) By Lemma 1.1 there i
a monogenicUL/I-moduleN such thatN is a subquotient ofTorUI

q (M, lk), and gradeN � p.
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GRADED LIE ALGEBRAS WITH FINITE POLYDEPTH 797

Now supposeL/I is finite dimensional. Then Theorem 3.1 in [3] asserts that

gradeN +polybdN = dim(L/I)even.

f

On the other hand, write(L/I)even = V ⊕W whereV is the image ofE(L). Let xi ∈ Leven,
yj ∈ Lodd and zk ∈ E(L) represent respectively bases ofW , (L/I)odd and V . Then the
elementsxk1

1 · · ·xks
s yε1

1 · · ·yεt
t zm1

1 · · ·zmu
u , where εi = 0 or 1, represent a basis forUL/I.

Choose thezk to act locally nilpotently inL. Then this basis applied to anyω ∈ ∧qsI, shows
thatpolybd(UL/I) · ω � dimW . Hence ifu ∈ ∧qsL⊗M represents a generator ofN then

polybdN � polybd(UL/I · u)� polybdM +dimW.

Substitution in the equation above gives

dim(L/I)even � gradeN +polybdM +dimW

� gradeM +polybdM +dimW.

ChooseM so that gradeM + polybd(M) = polydepthL and chooseI = L>2k. Then
V ∼=E(L)�2k and we have

dimE(L)�2k � polydepthL.

Since this holds for allk the theorem is proved.

3. Solvable Lie algebras

LEMMA 3.1. –LetL be a Lie algebra concentrated in odd degrees. Then

ExtUL(−,UL) =HomUL(−,UL).

In particular

polydepthL= polybdUL.

Proof. –Since L = Lodd it is necessarily abelian. NowExtUL(−,UL) is the dual of
TorUL(−, (UL)#) and this is the limit ofTorUL�n(−, (UL)#), which dualizes to

ExtUL�n
(−,UL).

SinceUL�n is a finite dimensional exterior algebra andUL is UL�n-free it follows that
Ext+UL�n

(−,UL) = 0, and soExt+UL(−,UL) = 0.
Finally, sinceExt0UL(UL,UL) is non-zero,polydepthL � polybdUL. On the other hand i

polydepthL=m<∞, then for someM , we have

ExtpUL(M,UL) 	= 0 and polybdM =m− p.

By the above,p = 0 and so there is a non-zeroUL-linear mapf :M → UL. Any f(m) is in

someUL<n and iff(m) 	= 0 it follows thatUL�n

∼=−→UL�n ·m. This implies

polybdM � polybdUL and polydepthL � polybdUL. ✷
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L’ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE



798 Y. FELIX, S. HALPERIN AND J.-C. THOMAS

LEMMA 3.2. –Let L be a graded Lie algebra of finite polydepth. IfI is an ideal inL and
polybd I <∞ thenpolydepthL/I <∞.
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Proof. –ChooseM so thatpolygradeM = polydepthL. If m= gradeM then it follows (as
in [3], proof of Theorem 4.1 for the caseM = lk) that for somep,

ExtpUL/I

(
TorUI

m−p(M, lk),UL/I
)
	= 0.

SinceTorUI
m−p(M, lk) is a subquotient of∧m−psI ⊗M it follows that it has polynomial growth

at most equal to(m− p)polybd I. ✷
Proof of Theorem 3. –
(i) ⇒ (ii). Let I be the sum of the ideals inL concentrated in odd degrees. ThenI is an

ideal of this form, necessarily abelian, andL/I has no ideals concentrated in odd degre
MoreoverpolybdUI = polydepthI � polydepthL (Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 1.3) a
hencepolydepthL/I <∞ (Lemma 3.2).

Next we show that every solvable idealJ in L/I is finite dimensional, by induction on th
solvlength. Indeed, ifJ is abelian thenJeven =E(J). Since

polydepthJ � polydepthL/I (Proposition 1.3),

Theorem 2 asserts thatJeven is finite dimensional. Thus for somer, J�r is an ideal concentrate
in odd degrees, i.e.J�r = 0.

Now if J has solvlengthk then its (k + 1)st derived algebra is abelian and so fin
dimensional. Thus for somer, J�r has solvlengthk− 1. By induction,J is finite dimensional.

By hypothesisL/I is the sum of its solvable ideals. Since these are finite dimensional,
x ∈ (L/I)even acts locally nilpotently. Thus(L/I)even =E(L/I), and this is finite dimensiona
by Theorem 2. ButLeven

∼= (L/I)even sinceI is concentrated in odd degrees.
SupposeLeven ⊂ L�2n. Since L>2n is an ideal in odd degrees of finite polydep

polybdUL>n <∞, while trivially polybdUL/L>2n <∞. HencepolybdUL<∞.
(ii) ⇒ (iii). Clearly polybdUL � dimLeven, so the latter must be finite. It is trivial from th

Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt theorem that if
∑

i�n dimLi = d(n) then

∑
i�nd(n)

dim(UL)i � 2d(n).

Thus2d(n) � K[nd(n)]r for some constantK and some integerr, r � 1. It follows that

d(n)� log2 K + r log2 n+ r log2 d(n)� r log2 n+
1
2
d(n),

n sufficiently large.
(iii) ⇒ (i). ChooseN so thatI = L�N is concentrated in odd degrees. ThenUI is an exterior

algebra and so
∑
i�n

dim(UI)i � 2
∑

i�n
dimLi � nC

for some constantC. Thus, sinceL/I is finite dimensional,polybdUL is finite. The identity of
UL is inExt0UL(UL,UL) and sopolydepthL � polybdUL.

4e SÉRIE– TOME 36 – 2003 –N◦ 5
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Finally, sinceI is abelian andL/I is finite dimensional,L itself is solvable. This also proves
the last assertion.✷

n

Proof of Theorem 4. –This is immediate from Proposition 1.3(i) and Theorem 3.✷
PROPOSITION 3.3. –SupposeI is a solvable ideal in a Lie algebraL of finite polydepth. The
(i) polydepthL/I � polydepthL;
(ii) dim Ieven � polydepth I � polybdUI.

Proof. –(i) As noted in the proof of Lemma 3.2,

ExtpUL/I

(
TorUI

m−p(M, lk),UL/I
)
	= 0,

wherem + polybdM = polydepthL. Also the Tor is a subquotient of∧m−psI ⊗ M . By
Theorem 3 ∑

i�n

dim(∧m−psI ⊗M)i � (C1 log2 n)
m−p ·C2 · npolybdM .

Hence

polybdTorUI
m−p(M, lk)� polybdM + 1,

and so

polydepthL/I � polydepthM + p+ 1.

If p <m then this givespolydepthL/I � polydepthL. If p=m then

TorUI
m−p(M, lk) =M ⊗UI lk.

Hence in this casepolybdTorUI
m−p(M, lk)� polybdM and again

polydepthL/I � polydepthL.

(ii) SinceIeven ⊂ I�2n, somen (Theorem 3) we may apply the first assertion to obtain

dim Ieven =depth I/I>2n (cf. [2])

=polydepth I/I>2n (Proposition 1.6)

� polydepth I.

The second inequality has already been observed:

polybdUI = polygradeUI � polydepth I. ✷
Example2. – Consider a Lie algebraL concentrated in odd degrees with a basis{xi, i � 1}

satisfying the degree relations

degxi >
∑
j<i

degxj .

Then for eachn, dim(UL)n � 1. The identity onUL shows thatpolydepthL= 1.

ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L’ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE



800 Y. FELIX, S. HALPERIN AND J.-C. THOMAS

Example3. – Consider the graded Lie algebraL = L(a,xn)n�2/I, with dega = 2,
degxn = 2n+ 1, and whereI is generated by the relations

[ ]

t
as

t

of

de is

for
(ada)kxr, (ada)lxs = 0, k, l � 0, r, s � 2, and adn+1(a)(xn) = 0.

ThenpolybdUL = 2, so thatL has finite polygrade. On the other hand,L is solvable but no
nilpotent, and is the union of the infinite sequence of the finite dimensional Lie algebrIN

generated bya,x2, . . . , xN .

PROPOSITION 3.4. –Let L be the direct sum of non-solvable Lie algebrasL(i), i � n. If
polydepthL(i)<∞ for 1� i � n, then

n � polydepthL �
∑

i

polydepthL(i).

Proof. –We first prove by induction onn that for anyUL-moduleM that has at mos
polynomial growth, we have

Ext<n
UL(M,UL) = 0.

Consider the Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence

ExtpUL(1)

(
TorU(L(2)⊕···⊕L(n))

q

(
M,

(
U

(
L(2)⊕ · · · ⊕L(n)

)#)
,UL(1)

))
⇒ Extp+q

UL (M,UL).(4)

SinceL(1) commutes with the otherL(i) it follows that for each monogenicUL(1)-moduleN
that is a subquotient ofTorU(L(2)⊕···⊕L(n))

q (M,U(L(2)⊕ · · · ⊕L(n))#) we have

polybdN � polybdM.

Now sinceL(1) is not solvable,polybdUL(1) = ∞ and the argument in the proof
Lemma 3.1 shows that

Ext0UL(1)

(
N,UL(1)

)
= 0.

Thus (Lemma 1.1) the left hand in (4) vanishes forp = 0. By induction onn it vanishes for
q < n− 1 and soExt<n

UL(M,UL) = 0. ThuspolydepthL � n.
On the other hand, there areUL(i)-modulesM(i) such that polygradeM(i) = polydepthL(i).

Then
⊗n

i=1 M(i) is aUL-module that has at most polynomial growth and whose polygra
the sum of the polygrades of theM(i). ✷

4. Growth of Lie algebras

PROPOSITION 4.1. –LetL be a non-solvable graded Lie algebra of finite polydepth. Then
each integerr � 1 there is a positive integerd(r) such that

k+d(r)∑
i=k+1

dimLi � kr, k sufficiently large.

Proof. –We distinguish two cases.
CaseA: Leven contains an infinite dimensional abelian sub Lie algebraE.

4e SÉRIE– TOME 36 – 2003 –N◦ 5
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Choosen so thatdimE�n � (r+ 3)polydepthL. Then there is a finite sequence

L= I(0)⊃ I(1)⊃ · · · ⊃ I(l)

y
rees

me

as of
in which I(j) is an ideal inI(j − 1) andI(l)�n =E�n.
By Proposition 1.3,polydepth I(q)� polydepthL. Thus without loss of generality we ma

suppose thatL= I(l), i.e. thatL�n is an abelian sub Lie algebra concentrated in even deg
and thatdimL�n � (r+ 3)polydepthL.

Let M be aUL-module such that

gradeM +polybdM = polydepthL

and putm= gradeM . As observed in the proof of Proposition 1(ii),

ExtqUL�n
(∧psL>n ⊗M,UL�n) 	= 0,

for somep+ q =m. It follows that for somez ∈ ∧psL>n ⊗M ,

polybdUL�n · z + q � dimL�n

(Theorem 3.1 in [3]). Hence for somex∈ L,

p(polybdUL�n · x)� dimL�n − q− polybdM.

Sincep+ q+polybdM = polydepthL we conclude that

(2 + polybdUL�n · x) · polydepthL � dimL�n � (r+3)polydepthL.

As observed in the introduction, sincedimL=∞, polydepthL> 0. It follows that

polybd(UL�n · x)� r+1.(5)

On the other hand,UL�n is the polynomial algebralk[y1, . . . , ys] on a basisy1, . . . , ys of L�n.
Because of (5) it is easy to see (induction ons) that this basis can be chosen so that for so
w ∈UL�n ·x, lk[y1, . . . , yr+1]→ lk[y1, . . . , yr+1] ·w is injective. Putd=

∏r+1
i=1 deg yi and note

that
k+deg w+d∑

i=k+deg w+1

dimLi �
k+d∑

i=k+1

dim lk[y1, . . . , yr+1]i � 1
r!
kr.

It follows that for anyr, andk sufficiently large,

k+d∑
i=k+1

dimLi � kr−1.

This proves Proposition 5 in case A.
CaseB: Every abelian sub Lie algebra ofLeven is finite dimensional.
Let I be the sum of the solvable ideals inL. Then Ieven is finite dimensional and

polydepthL/I is finite (Theorem 3 and Proposition 3.3). Thus all abelian sub Lie algebr
L/I are finite dimensional. Thus it is sufficient to prove case B whenL has no solvable ideals.

ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L’ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE



802 Y. FELIX, S. HALPERIN AND J.-C. THOMAS

There are now two possibilities: eitherL = Leven, or L has elements of odd degree. In the
latter case the sub Lie algebra generated byLodd is an ideal, hence non-solvable and of finite
polydepth. LetL(s) denote the sub Lie algebra generated by the firsts linearly independent

e

t

s

y

have
elementsx1, . . . , xs of odd degree. Fors sufficiently large,polydepthL(s) � polydepthL
(Proposition 1) anddimL(s)even > polydepthL (obvious). ThusL(s) cannot be solvabl
(Theorem 3). In other words, we may assume that eitherL = Leven or elseL is generated by
finitely many elementsx1, . . . , xs of odd degree. In either case setE = Leven, and note tha
dimE is infinite.

Define a sequence of elementszi and sub Lie algebrasE(i) by settingE(1) =E, zi is a non-
zero element inE(i) andE(i+ 1)⊂E(i) is the sub Lie algebra of elements on which adzi acts
nilpotently.

Since E contains no infinite dimensional abelian Lie algebra someE(N + 1) = 0 and
E(1)/E(2)⊕ · · · ⊕E(N)/E(N +1) is a graded vector space isomorphic withE.

Put d =
∏
deg zi and di = d/degzi. Then (ad z1)d1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ (adzN )dN is an injective

transformation ofE(1)/E(2) ⊕ · · · ⊕ E(N)/E(N + 1) of degreed. Since this space i
isomorphic withE it follows that

t∑
i=s

dimEi �
t+d∑

i=s+d

dimEi and thus
k+d∑

i=k+1

dimEi � d

k+ d

k+d∑
i=1

dimEi, k � 1.(6)

On the other hand, choosen so that

dimE�n � (r+3) · polydepthL.

(This is possible becauseE is infinite dimensional.) SetI = L>n. Let M be anL-module with
polydepthL = polygradeM . As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [3],ExtpUL/I(Tor

UI
q (M, lk),

UL/I) 	= 0 for p + q = gradeM . Thus p, q and polybdM are all bounded above b
polydepthL. Now Theorem 3.1 of [3] asserts that for someα ∈ TorUI

q (M, lk), UL/I · α has
polynomial growth at least equal to dim(L/I)even − p. This means that for some positiveC,

∑
i�k

dim(UL/I ·α)i � Ck(dim(L/I)even)−p, k sufficiently large.

SinceTorUI
∗ (M, lk) is the homology of∧∗sI ⊗M , it follows that

∑
i�k

dimTorUI
q (M, lk)i �

(∑
i�k

dimLi

)q ∑
i�k

dimMi.

But (L/I)even ∼=E�n and so a quick calculation gives

∑
i�k

dimLi � Kkr+1, k sufficiently large.(7)

Finally, recall that eitherL= Leven or elseL is generated by the elements of odd degreexi. In
the former caseL=E and the proposition follows from (6) and (7). In the second case we

Lodd = [x1,E] + · · ·+ [xs,E] + lkx1 + · · ·+ lkxs,
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and hence (7) yields

∑ K r+1

y

, in:
i�k

Ei �
s+1

k + s, k sufficiently large.

Combined with (6) this formula gives the proposition.✷
Proof of Theorem 5. –SinceL is not solvable we may choosen so that

dim(Leven)�n > polydepthL (Theorem 3),

and so that the sub Lie algebra generated byL�n satisfiespolydepthE � polydepthL
(Proposition 1.3). ThenE is not solvable (Proposition 3.3).

Let x1, . . . , xs generateE (see beginning of case B) and putd=maxdegxi. LettingUE act
via the adjoint representation onE we have that

UE[0,q] ·E[k+1,k+d] ⊃E[k+1,k+q].

For anyr � 1 chooseq = q(r) so that

k+q∑
i=k+1

dimEi � kr+1,

k sufficiently large (Proposition 4.1). Then

k+d∑
i=k+1

dimLi �
k+d∑

i=k+1

dimEi � 1
dimUE[0,q]

kr+1 � kr, k sufficiently large.

Sinced is independent ofr, the theorem is proved.✷
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